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their journey, however, the girl, ~o he~ horror finds
out that she has put her husba.nd's head on her brother's
body and vice versa. Which of the two youIlg men, .in the
new circumstances, should she accept as her husband is the
question - the one with her husband's body or the one
with her husband's head'? Th e king, to whom. the question
is put opts for the one with the husband's head, for
according to him, it is the head of apersoT1 whieh deter-
mines his personality.

Thomas Mann based his stOI'r~Y\nl":;?'>';Jed Head. on the
story from the vetalaponchaoi-aec and Girish Karnad based
his celebrated play Ha~fm"adJ.}hi on Thomas Mann' oS story, If
not on the Sanskrit original .

. ":.,'.~ -e r...;.. ,."J,~ 'T;,~ -:' _) ~ • 4--The ,.Gw.K"" .•.LH·h, an PaLa , apparently stories dealing
with events in the previous births of the Buddha, may be
looked upon as enforcing the doc t r tne of rebirth and trans-
migration. At the same time they m:1y also he said to
illustrate the moral teachings of the Buddha. Throughout
there is the identification of the personages of the tales
with the Buddha and his disciples. Howeve.r, these stories
(about 550 ill all) can be enjoyed without these doctrinal
supports and many of them create their particular ambience
of moral values, generated in the story by the story itself.
The fact,that the story of the three rioters in Chaucer's
masterpiece 'the Faraone» I3 ;~::- , is based on a Ja taka story
(Vedabbha Jataka: 48) will Lnd ica te how little we' have to
bother about the rebirths of the Buddha added to each story.
The 'story' in each talc is the thing that will catch our
conscience.

These tales, quite un Lf.k.e the legendary stories about
the Buddhaoutside the J(!7..~(I,L,:a tales proper, are warm, human
and amusing and even the slightest among them can hold our
interest. The foeusie on human frailty, Most of them
are excellent in the way they satir-ise nnd ridicule human
weaknesses, vices and follies, though, as we shall see,
they have other aims as well.

It is time to consider these three collections of
stories together, representing a veritable triumph of the
comic spirit. Many of the stories are very daring in the
way the story-tellers denounce religious hypocrisy. Several
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stories in Katiha Sar i t: 3agaT'c1 and the Jataka To are
directed against the religious who pursue their sensual
ways under the mash: of piety. Such stories are a far
remove from the amusing tales where the fools, and at
times even the knaves, are disposed of with good-humoured
raillery. We laugh spontaneously at the foolish young
man in Katha Sari.t: Saqai-a who brags about his father's
chastity and cannot be shaken from his belief that he
himself is a pure, mind-born son. Sal.i.t.taka Ja taka (107)
is the s-tory of a skilful marksman who reduces a talka-
tive Brahmin to silence by flicking pellets of goat's
dung down the latter's throat.

Some may conclude from the large number of tales
directed against the inconstancy of women that the ancient
story-tellers were incorrigible misogynists. But they
very well knew the truth of the saying that you cannot
clap with one hand only. Equally severe are they on
masculine lust, though the treatment of the subject may
not be as humorous. Barreidale Keith makes special mention
of the Katiha S(l):'-it Saqara story of a woman who got rid of
ten husbands, and apparently met her match in the man
who had disposed of ten wives, but defeated him also and
became so unpleasantly notorious that she turned into an
ascetic. We wonder whether she was born a millenium later
as the Wife of Bath in Chaucer's Cantel'buy'y Ia Iee , a symbol
of tyrannical womanhood. After having tormented four
husbands to their death, she meets her match in a fifth,
whom too she triumphs over. She continues to go on reli-
gious pilgrimages, as she used to do earl ier too,. ready for
trysts. She boldly confesses

Blessed be God that I have wedded five!
Welcome the sixth, whenever he appears.

It is very likely that the source of Chaucer's Merchant
'l'ale is the Andha Bhuta Ja iaka (62) story. In both there is
the lust-ridden dotard married to a young girl and 'blind-
ness' is introduced to let the young lovers humiliate the
old husband in both stories,

Perhaps I have erred in highlighting the 'comedy' in
the Jat.aka Tales to the exclusion of other elements. One
feature of the Ja.taka Tale s , which is very close to the
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'comedy', is the element of realism.
in the Jaiaka Ta len , the outstanding
Martin Wi.ckremasinghe has sai.d;

About 'realism'
Sinhala novelist,

"The raw materials of the Jatal~a stories have
been drawn from the life of the common people
including r obb ers I murderers, sexual per vert s ,
prosti t ut.es and sex+ma d kings. The Buddha in
his sermons used the language of the conunon
people. He drew his imagery and parables from
the life of the common people and from natural
scenes ... The original Jataka st.ories in Pali
verse and the verses of the Buddhist elders
belong to the oldest realistic litetature of
the world. The Jataka stories in verse gave
birth to a vast collection of realistic stories
depicting all aspects of Indian Lf.f e ;."

Both ,thes~ aspects - realism of the setting and the
background and realism of language - are important consider-
ations in respect of the popularity of the Ja taka Tal.ee and
their influence on contemporary Indian and Sinhalese fict-
ion. The dramatic potential of the Ja.tcka Ta Les has been
fully proved by the popularity of their dramatization on
the Sinhnia stage.

Besides. comedy in Jat.aka storLes is not incompatible
with a tragic sense of awareness which many tales reveal.
There are several Jatoka stories which have a tragic ending
or are tragic in tone. Cul.La Dhanupaha Ja iaka (574), deal-
ing with the tragic destiny of love has been made-into an
outstanding Sinhalese play by Professor Ediriweera Sarach-
chandra in his I"faname. Two of the greatest Jat.aka tales
deal with the subject of the final destiny of man and the
transitoriness of life. Assaka .iaiiaka (207) goes beyond
the subject of rebirth and becomes a profound comment on
man 1 s ultimate fate. It is the story of how a king was
cured of his love and grief for his dead wife by a 'reve-
lation' of her present condition as a worm in a heap of
cowdung rolling a gob of cowdung. Upaeal.ha -Iaiaka (166)
also makes a tremendous impact. It tells of a certain
man who was partial in his choice of burial grounds.
Taken to the crest of a mountain, he was shown how there
was no spot free of the taint from some daad body.
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In the Mahablu11'(1t,(1 and the Ramauana there are excell-
ent scenes of comedy. The scenes tn which Bh1ma appears
over-confident of his prodigious strength or the hermit
Narada carries false tales about to create discord are
well known. They conform to the two forms of farce of
a later generation, farcical humour of horseplay and
merriment and what may be called the comedy of intrigue
or situa tj on s , to which we shall soon be return ing. But
the poets of the great epics could go further and make a
significant use of comedy in the marvellous handling of
moral and physical ugliness in such a way that i~2arouses
in the reader I deathless and incorrigible mirth' . The
element of the grotesque, where moral deformity is comi-
cally exaggerated and caricatured almost in a spirit of
violence and fury so that there is created in the mind
of the reader feelings of horror and amusement is well
known to the poets of the great epics. Grotesque creat-
ions through caricature are used not only by the ancient
poets but also by the anonymous artists of the great
temple sculptures. But comedy in the epics is restrained,
however excellent a comedy that may be; for the comedy is
subordinated to a larger conscious moral intention,
whereas the 1 comic tale' in the F'cme1;athantl1l'tl and the
,Tataka stories, for example, has a distinct form, flavour
and tone of its own.

Before we examine these distinct features - the art
of the comic tales - and find out how they happen to be
what they are, there is an aspect of these comic tales
which may be looked into sooner than later. Comedy with
these story-tellers too is a seriQus activ;ity. There is
a twin focus in these stories from the three collections
we dealt with. When the authors mock at and ridicule the
folly, the corruption and the vices of men, they are well
aware of the ideal values, moral and human. When not
explicitly stated, these values are implied in the story.

So, these satirical stories have their o~~ 'positives'
implied in the stories themselves. The 'positives' that

22. Baudelaire on the element of the grotesque in The
Eeeencc oj~ Laughi.er ana: Other "E"BSOYS ~ Meridian Books
(1956). p. 110.
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are implied or openly af fLr'me d too, as often in the
Jataka stories, are the moral and human values that have
been the substructure of Indian SO(~ .i et y from early times
and have found eloquent expression in the great allegori-
cal epics. In other words, the Lmmouse body of comic
tales and fables has as goal and objective the very same
moral and human values which have informed and sustained
the great epics.

So the purpose of the c om i c tales, as Professor
Berreidale Keith succinctly sums up was not merely "the
giving of pleasure and the passing of time" nor , as in
the Pancha ihatit.lvro , provi.ding "usual advice for political
and practical life". Through the comic turn of events
especially they served a htgher moral human purpose,
revealing the anomalies and contradictions of life, sug-
gesting at the same time a way out of the medley and
confusions of human circumstances. However, we should
remember at the same time that these moral and humane
idealS, which provide 'a way out' for man, are realised
in the comic tales differently from the methods used in
the allegorical epics. They are best rcalised i.ronically.

This progress of gentle or rakish comedy to a clearer
understanding of life and the affirmation of moral and
human values is often refiected in the art of the comic
tale. It has been observed that the structure of the
classical tale is very simple, often an 'jntrigue' - that
the comedy of the comic tale is a comedy of situations or
a reversal of situations. In oth.er words, t.he Indian
comic tale may be said to belong to the genre of farce
or farcical comedy. It is customary to consider the
farcical form either in fiction or drama as inferior to
other more reputable forms. This idea dies hard, although
anyone familiar with the great works of creative literature
will admit that farce is one of the greatest seminal
sources in creative literature. So is melodrama, the thril-
l'er and the crime story. I wonder what kind of dramatic
literature - tragic drama - we would have had during the
Elizabethan period without the melodramatic revenge plays
the blood and thunder drama of the period. Likewise, what
kind of comedy would we have had during the same period .

'if its greatest playwrights - Ben Jonson and Shakespeare -
had not resorted to farce?
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For farce contains a great archetypal principle
of life, the principle of ironical inversion. It is
irony, or ironical inversion, that is the main principle
or law in comic tales and the comic episodes of the
great epics, whether we consider the story as a whole
or the characters in the story. In comic tales charac-
ters act in such a way that: they do not conform to
accepted standards of behaviour. Events of normal
everyday life are unexpectedly turned upside down.

Of course comedy of situations can become a mechani-
cal contrivance, as much comedy on the modern stage and
the films will show. But in the hands of writers with
insight. and vision, the farcical form, raised to the
level of irony, becomes symbolic of the contradictions
of life and the deviations from the ideal standards,
moral and human. This is what tht~ comic tales and the
fables do - unfold the contradictions of life. The
farcical form of the tales and the fables embody the
truth about human life and the human condition - that
life is ironical, contradictory, however much we strilie·
to resolve the contradictions.

If events of everyday life are turned upside doWn
and characters depart consciously from moral standards,
such deviations or departures are ironical in the sense
that they reveal the ironical contradictory nature of
existence. Life turns out to be different from what you
expect it to he. The hallowed memories of your beloved
are negated by revelation of the worm in the dung. The
old Brahminin Sat ti: Bhaei:u Ja taka (402) goes out to find
a servant for his wife and returns to find his young wife
enjoying herself with a young man. That is irony, irony
as a fact of life, of existence.

However irony as a mirror of life has to be distin-
guished from irony as an artistic device. There is the
foremost use of irony as an affectation or simulation of
whil.tyou are not. Corbaccio in Ben Jonson 1 s play vclpone
deviates from natural human concern in wanting to kill
Volpone. But how does he set about his scheme? He
simulates great concern and solicitude for Volpone. He
brings 'an opiate' from his doctor to make Volpone 'sleep'
(of course, what he brings is poison).
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Such a use of irony as an art Lst Ic device involves
dramatisation, the dramatisation of character. In other
words, the principles of inversion an d dr ama t i satt on go
hand in hand. In order to enforce theil' ideals, moral
and human values, the story-tellers of the past do not
present the ideals thelliselves but perversions of the
ideals dramatically. They support virtue by' dramatising
vice.

Of course we cannot expect the same kind of dissi-
mulation and dramatic intensi ty in the ,Ta<:,;:ka tales as
in the'modern masters of comedy. And in the Jat.aka
tal,&9 there is the inevitable moralising at the end.
But it is the same ironical manner that we come across
in several of the best of them.

Irony of this inverted, dramatic nature is seen in
the way characters are presented in modern Indian short
stories and novels, where 'character' is the pivotal
element of organisation. Karoor is a master of this
kind of'ironical humour, the special plea for the inde-
fensihle. But we realise that this mode of ironical
portrayal of character was well known to the authors
of the Pan cha than t.hra stories. The' utterunself-
consciousness' of the characters is ironical in the
sense tha-t this kind of 'ignorance' is a way of reveal-
ing their deficiencies or weaknesses. A form of irony
in reverse to the above is what comes through 'knowledge-
ableness' in an outspOken witty manner. But characters
can completely conceal their 'knowledgoableness' I\lld
affect to be what they are not. It is tempting to draw
on the characters from a novel like F~'!7;::dt:' and Pve judi.ce
to show how the 'knowledgeable' and the •unknowledgeable'
characters are presented by a great humourist. But we
have enough examples in the past and present literatures
of our owo.

The writer may be ironical in his own attitude to
the characters in the story, often deliberately feigning
sympathy for persons whom he really wants to expose and
ridicule. The response of the reader too can be ironical;
he is held between mirth and a growing realisation of the
'significance' of the story.
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Let us look at ironical writing from the standpoint
of the writing as a whole. Very often we have to look
for the 'truth' beyond the surface. narration. The truth
may lie close to the sur race or deep wi thin. This is
irony in its simplest, most elemental form - 'telling
the opposite of what you mean.' Two modern Indian writers,
who are fine exponents of this form of irony, are the
Malayalee writer Mohemed Basheer and the Anglo-Indian
writer R.K. Narayan. One may make a distinction between
the two writers in that Narayan approaches his 'prey'
with a casual, unassuming air, preferring to use under-
statement, whoreas Basheer is impatient for a smash-up
in spite of his taciturn air. Basheer, often relating
the stories in the 'first' person, finds this kind of
irony extremely useful for his purpose.

The vitality of the great comic tradition and the
moral humanism reflected through this comic tradition
has never been in doubt in the development of Indian
fiction. The comical ironical tradition from the past
has exerted considerable influence on the modern Indian
short story in respect of its moral content and the
ironical mode of communication.

In Prem Chand's superb story Tho shroud, the drunken
revelry of his characters from the lower classes of society
itself is dlverting. But that drunken merriment is played
out against the grim background in the squalid poyerty-
stricken environment where a 'dea.th' has t-aken place. The
humour, however boisterous and spontaneous it may seem is
bizarre because it is focussed throughout ironically -
'unconcern', 'indifference " "unknowf edgeab Len ess ' against
the dark grim reality of death.

In Palagunni Varactaraju's story in Telegu On the Boat,
the humour is somewhat different. It is a rogue's tale,
almost an adaptation of what might have been a humorous
folk-tale. The two main characters are differently present-
ed, though they share in different ways the fun of their
escapades. There is daring unconcern on the part of both
the lovers, but there is cruelty in the nature of the man.
The violence of the action mixed with merriment has to be
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set o.ff against the woman's enduring 10'17(' for her care-
free shifty lover. We vtew such action as ironically
throwing light on the tender loving nature of the woman.

Something similar to Premchand' ~ ;':.~7:j?,:.<,:J. but with a
wider range of implications we have in Chaucer's poem
The Pardoner ' c i,::1.f~ Th e rioters in the pc em live on
such a level of Lgnoranc o that they corne Gut in search
of death to 'quell death'. It is Cha uc er t s gen i us that
brings together the rioters and an old man, who 1s also
in iearch of death because be is tired of 1ife,of
living. This encounter with the old man, which first
holds out for them prospects of wealth and prosperity,
leads to their own death. Chaucer's irony is many-tiered
as Death quells those who are out to quell it - not in
a deliberate act, but by 'mere chance' .

It is worth noting, while examintng irony, how it
is related to other coroic devices like thp use of farcical
situations, caricature and the comic exaggeration of
particular traits and parody. Apart from the 'relevance'
Qf.comic devices, we could often find many of these comic
devices. used for forwarding the irony in the story or the
play. These 'other' devices create the ironical form and
tone of the work through which the writer conveys his
'meaning' ...

Irony has another important function, th.at is,
when it becomes anti-mythical, directed against mythical
stories and stories in which fantasy is an important
ingredient. Myths, legends and other such stories strangel
ly lend themselves to ironical treatment in literature and
are therefore deflated deliberately. There is one episode
at least in the Ranauana , which in its sacrilegious anti-
mythical mirth cannot be equalled by anything in Western
Classical literature. I refer to the Ahalya-Gautama
epl,pqe, in which the sovereign God Indra in a human
encounter loses his testicles and is fitted with goat's

,.;testiclesby the lesser gods, who feel sorry for him.
What is interesting here quite apart from the def'd itself,
is theironical treatment of divinity, making divine powers
themselves objects of scorn and ridicule.
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It looks as though comedy must necessarily originate
.from such stories of 'high seriousness'. Irony must erupt
on the scene and invert the serious purpose so that the
mythical stories may fulfil some other purpose. The out-
come is entirely different from and completely opposed to
what is supposed to be promoted by the venerable old myths.
Implied, ironically suggested, is something else, not any-
thing C?DCUrrent with the surface story as originally
intended.

This anti-mythical irony may be said to have a freer,
fuller development in Western Literature. While the story
of knighthood and the ideals of chivalry and knight errant-
ry are presented with a solemn air in Aristo' s Or lando
rur-ioeo ; Cervantes' s air of mock seriousness, of ironic
mockery may be said to have administered the death blow
to the ideals of chivalry in the Middle Ages. So I the
purpose of Cervanies is to show, not how much of the old
chivalric ideals are present in the modern world, but how
little of such ideals can be tOlerated in the ordinary
humdrum world, which life is for most people.

Euripides presents the same world as Sophocles and
Aeschylus - the world of myth and legends. But how little
of the old ideals of virtue and heroism is left in EU1"ipi-
des! "There appears a loss of confidence in the innate
significance of the old stories and a readiness to give
them an unnatural twist in order that they may fulfil
momentarily a new purpose. ,,23

Aristophanes makes Euripedes claim in .the }rogs that
he brought into tragedy the familiar every day things of
life. And Aristophanes himself brings before us Socrates
suspended in a basket between heaven and earth in order to
ridicule sophistry, knavery in logic and disputation.

Francis Fergusson makes this function of irony quite
clear in his essay Oedipus Rex: the Tnaqi.c Rhythm of Act-ion,

"Where Sophocles' celebrated irony seems to envisage
the condi.tion humaine itself - the plight of the
psyche in a world which is ulti.mately mysterious to
it - Euripedes' ironies are all aimed at the incre-

23. The Oxford ClassicaZ Dictionary S.V. ::uripides by
D.W. Lucas, p. 421.
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d i.b Le 1 ·,:~~lt~.1.1., tl:i(;: ~:t~.P(ir-~Jtj.t,i():nsof those
who believe in them ... His u s e of myth and ritual
is 1ike tha t which Coct cau or) still more exactly,
Sartre makes of them - for parody or satirical
exposition, but without any belief in their mean-
irig.. ;he wants us to ieelthe suffering of the
individual without benefit of any objective moral
or co smLc or de'r ..•2·1

It is intere3~ing'to see how the mythical tradition
and the inver ted L'()!Ll-cr.'.l ;;;110":;01'leal t r ad i tion, that is
the ant l-mytilical tr adt t ion co-exist in Malayalam poetic
Ii terature. Wh:Ue 'l'huncha t.h y;zhuthacchan performed the
aa tound Ing feat of translating the great Hindu epics
into what nay be tC:<Tled wo+k s of great originality in
the latter half ot "':he 16th and the early part of the
17th century. mak ':j).<} devo t ton to God the primary goal
of his works, Kl,;D.ch.cn N8mb:iar Ln the eighteenth century
in his Ottalll Thulial plays25 broke away from the presti-
gious dramatic t~~d\tiu~ of KBthakali because_he deemed
Kathakali drnr:qti.c tr."dit:icul 'vas too weighed down with
heaviness of ;:hol'!:::h,: l'ld cz pr e s s f.on , Spperb satirist
that he was, h is r,;2~-r<Hl "'18.£;;0 apply humour, and irony
to the gz es t Puren ic 'th.:;mes wnLch had inspired Ezhuthac-
chan , It WHS not :",::,net:iyn ·;nVE'Ts:i.on of th.e mythical.
Through t4G miX~;tL''') of the ~.)el'iotjs and the comid' he was
attempting to por tr r.y human na tur e in its diversity,
besides s ee.c i.ng an upnortuntty to deal with the corrupt-
ions in the society of hj c, <'W!1 day < His l-:aUJt'Gc'lzaritham
and KaZyana Eouoantiriicam ar e two among his numerous poetic
plays which have ~ixed profit with delight .for Mal~yalee
audiences for g8'12r:~t::'onl3.

24. Pr an cd a F€:::,·:;t!s'~n,The Idea of a Theatre, (Anchor
Books) p. 46.

25. Kuuchen NFiltuhr'E; Ot.tam ThuZla! plays. These plays
come to li~'- "!T.: ao Lo performances. One person plays
many Pi!l~q wj :'h BTIlaz.ing virtuosity. Dance and speech
go hanrii.n h~-':'1j w i. th (rm;;,;:ing too, all executed by
one persou . i:lJl'.c.hon ;;arr,bir!;r, the creator of this
dramatic fon~, ne::.'fol'llleC in his own plays, giving us
the fir.,;: j-:l,'it;,1)!CH of the poet., dramatist and actor,
or perft:;;r-Jler, as ...:;ne ;}(!Y"S011~
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The general drift in Nambiar's plays can be seen
from the fact that, along with his Ottum Thullal plays he
also wrote what are called ?arayanthi-i:ZcL ptays - supposed
to be danced and recited by a Paraya - a person from the
lowest caste illthe Hindu community. The play itself
becomes symboli c of the 'speech' that the oppressed and
the down-trodden will eventually find.

Among the wri ters in Malayalam who use the comic
form Mohemed Basheer is outstanding. There is no doubt
that he is one of the finest ironists in modern Indian
fiction. In his story M:-1"thtZul<aZ (The Walls) Basheer
assumes that the basic contradiction in life is the
division of man or woman into the two sexes, so that
fulfilment for one is dependent on the other. The greater
irony is that when we seem capable of overcoming this
contradiction by our ingenuity and resources, our efforts
are often thwarted by chance, by fortuitous circumstances.

With Basheer's celebrated short novel we return to
irony in its anti-mythical form and intent. In My Grandpa
Had an Elephant Kunjupathumma has to live through the
sudden collapse of her family's fortunes and all the
misfortunes which came in its wake. But she has been
nurtured on the glory of her family's past with the
legend of,her grandfather's elephant made to occupy an
important place in her consciousness. She has ~one
beyond superstitious fantasies about life in general
adapted from religious lore. In a brilliant evaluation
of the novel Ms. Savithri Shanker observes;26

"The story is rich in texture and woven in multiple
layers. Its vital it}' springs primarily from the
tension between the day-to-day world of a young
Muslim girl living in twentieth century Kerala
and the Old Testament-like cosmology of Islam.
The phantasmagoric account of divine order is
real to Kunjupathumma in the beginning."

26. Ms. Savithr i Shanker in Ma Laua lam Iri te!'ary Su.rvey
Jan-March, 1984 A Kerla Sahitiya Akademi Publication"
p. 12.
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It is on this mythical world that BusheeI' focusses
his irony, a world of Legend and supe r a t I t i.on which he
shows to be unreal, disabl:ing human bei ng s from facing
the challenges of Li f e . But irony rs a Lao g i.ven a
concrete embodiment Ln the actual c f.r cums tanc c s of 1ife.
Irony is not a device for mani puLat ion in the hands of
the writer. It is there in the unexpected dcc t Lne in
the fortunes of Pat.hummar s family, the sudden appearance
of Nizaar Ahmed on the scene. and ther e is at the heart
of the novel a character who with all her wrong upbr ing-
ing is not "naive or obtuse".

It is after all this i11i ter a t e girl that Nizaar,
the enligh.tened hero, chooses as his w i f e in the end .
For, as Basheerslyly shows, Nizaa.r· 5 mind too is filled
with fantasies - t~at the girl he was going to marry
should be an ideal woman, brilliant, so brilliant that
she carried within her head all the knowledge that one
can conceive of. It is a con sc iou s ambivalent irony
that Basheer en f or-c es on the novel which makes fun of
not only the old superstitious fantasies but some modern
ones too.

The na t.ur a I habitat of fantasy as a
was the myth, the legend and the epic to
its seminal, creative, motivating power.
tales and supernatural stories fall into

literary
which it

Fables,
the same

form
provi-ded
folk-
category.

If myths gave rise later to the anti-myth in classical
11tern ture, it is proof enough that the myth was I os mg
its potency.· The general' tendency is for f an t.a sy too,
when religious beliefs became more secularlsed or lost
their sanction, to become alienated from the former cultural
and religious supports and become independent, personal,
aggressive, satirical. And they began to be cultivated
independently of or anti thetieal to their former natural
habi tat.

If the first phase of the alienated anti-fantasysing
in Western literature is found in Greek playwrights like
Euripides and Aristophanes, Rabelais durjng the Renassance
immediately strikes us as being one of the greatest writers
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working with a fantasy that is vigorous and positive,
though alienated. Isn't grossness of appetite preferable
to religious hypocrisy? that is what Rebelais asks us.

Fantasy in a distorted form discredits fantasysing,
no doubt. But it becomes at the same time one of the
greate~t instruments for social satire, as we find in
Rabelais, Swift and the contemporary Gunter Grass with
his masterpiece The Tin DTTum.

As Grass owes a great deal to Swift, so does Salman
Rushdie to Grass in his 1.lidwight F e Chi-Ldren "glittering
with redundant stories and outrageous red herrings". 27
M'idnight '» Chi.l.deen contains many passages of brilliant
writing, especially when Rushdie does not resort to
imitating Joyce - which is only spuriously clever. But
the main weakness of the novel is lack of integration
of the several parts and layers. Vivisection sets in
on the level of creatton too.

Such iantasysing and anti-fantasy sing are perhaps
inevitable in creative literature at present with the
divisions and conflicts in society becoming more and more
prominent. More specifically, the literatures of the
Indian sub-continent do not reveal such marked anti-mythi-
cal, anti-fantasising activity as Western literature. A
drawback? Perhaps. But the great ironic, comic activity
of the past still survives. The ethos, both moral and
human, in the less developed countries has its compensat-
ions, as we shall see. The literatures of the pr~sent,
coming down from the past in its two major- trends, too
compensate.

Marx found it difficult to explain, according to
Edmund Wilson, "why the poems of Homer were so good, when
the society that produced them was from his point of view"
that is from the point of view of its industrial develop-
ment - so primitive."

27~ Hermione" Lee in Obeerver (London)' . !
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And a I primitive society' on t.h e Indian sub-continent
had its great epics, comic tales and fables to entertain
and enlighten it_ These ~wo literary traditions, however.
embody one great moral tradition - the tradition of moral
humanism. And they are not i.solated entities in the
Indian literature of the present.

We shall not go over again the difference between
these two literary traditions. Some hold the view that
the connection between comedy and humanism was through
the critical spirit and that the other tradition - the
allegorical tradition - has other links or connections
with the moral and humanistic traditton. Personally I
believe that all great literature is the product of both
the intellect - the critical spr.rt t - and the emotions.
But what really matters is the fact that moral humanism
finds artistic exprsasion in the great epics and that
other extraordinary literary form - the comic tale.
More :t:'elevantis the fact that we must k e-ep in mind the
moral and human ist ic tradition s coming down from the
past, when we try to account for the origin and the
identity of the modern Indian short story and the novel .

. ;.:

Douglas Bush, writing on Humanism. says that the
liberal humanists in the West, once considered •the par t y "
of progress', became in the eyes of the scientist a party
of reaction. The humanists, however, took their 1?tand on
permanent values rather than on a changing body of know-
ledge. Humanism was concerned with 8opirJns, with the
good life, whi.le sCience,when positively irreligious and
naturalistic was concerned with homo , the technical
expert and the physical world.28

The problem of the technological society is beginning
to affect people in all societies. The local. and national
context of our less developed backgrounds is also being
transformed into the context of the technological ethos,

28. Douglas Bush on Humaniem in A [h>'3t-ionc!l'Y of iiol'ld
Irit-erat.ure ed. Joseph T. Shipley. The Philosophical
Library. New York, p. 304.
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in which we, as elsewhere, "are kept amused by canned
delights of various kinds which persuade us that techno-

·logical advance is real progress.,,29

However, Dr. David Craig, the eminent Marxist critic,
in a recent article speaks of a 'slump in morale' which
has affected Western society; Marxist and non-Marxist,
both manual and white collar, are alienated from the
forces of production, "several times removed from tangible
reality", are "sheltered from want and guaranteed like
every civil servant". But "the shelter and guarantee are
turning fragile.,,30

Indian culture and society, we claim, is yet regional,
local, national. However, what kind of local life, I mean
vigorous local life, is one to find, one is likely to
interpose, among the impoverished peasantry of Kerala an~
other oppressed sections of the community like the low
caste untouchable labourer, the petty trader, the minor
Government employee and the Swabasha, vernacular schoOl
teacher? These are ordinary people engaged at times in a
frightful struggle for survival against the intolerable
pressure of poverty. I should not be thought of as making
a cult or philosophy of poverty. But I believe there is
not the 'slump in morale' that Dr. Craig speaks of among
these people.

Leonard Woolf saw this difference between the nature
of living in the West and countries like India. Although
the story Pearls and t.h.: Sirine 31 was written more than
fifty years ago, most of what he says there is true even
now.

29. From a review of Tbe Technological Society by Jaques
Ellul (translated by John Wilkinson, Caps), in The
Listener, 2 April, 1965, p. 569.

30. Dr. David Craig intThe Middle-class Tragedy', Critical
Quarterly, vol. 26, no. 3, autumn 1984.

31. Leonard Woolf, in the story Feanl.c and the Swine
included in The Reprint of Leonard Woolf's Diaries
and Stories from the East 1908-1911 in the Ceylon
Historical Journal, vOl.4.
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"Out there (in Lndia ) you i~v.' so Hear to life,
every morning YOLlsme Ll d:Hl1P earth, if you splash
in your tin bath .... you f e e I t.h er e is ever-y thing ,
even in the sunrise and sunset, everyday, the
inexorableness, mystery in things happening. You
feel the whole earth wakrng up or going to sleep
in a great arch of the : you feel small, not
very pcwe r fu L. But whoever Tel t the sunset or
sunrise in London or Torquny e j the r . It doean' t.
Therefore you ju s t turn off the electric light."

The story however j:3 not really about the oneness
of man with Nature. It is about the oneness of man with
man ill an Indian se t t ing in the midst of squalor. misery
and suffering.

No attempt is made here to belittle anyone or any-
thing. It is a unIvor sa I probl.cm .- the conflict between
humanistic values and technological changes. These
enormous techno Iog i.ca I changes that: are t ak Ing place
around us have atfe c t ed us in every aspect of life, in
human, cultural and liternry ac t LvLt Les .

While many may t a l.k glib'..:' of the 'global village',
the world-culture of the electronic devices and of the
mass medi? it s eeris more nec es sar y to speak emphatically,
not of world-languages and world-literatures, but of
individual cu l t.ur cs which promote oddity and even whimsi-
cality, of a 'babel of tongues' that are different one
from the other. I fully endorse the view expressed by
Gerald Moore that "the true road to un Iver-sa I st.arus in
literature - if such a phenomenon exists - is not through
the abandonment of one'n cultural and national identity,
but through tho m)st intense and searchlng realisatioll of
it.32 In other words, the !lI.O •.,t enduring and universal art
is that which has the deepest national and local roots.

Dr. Criag in t.he article I quoted from above has this
to say about the Go;;t:empol'ur:v English novel: "The English

32. Gerald Mooro, Ir;tl'o\1uctiou to Twelve African, Writers
(Hutchinson) p. 11.
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speaking novel (in Britain, Canada and the United States
.of America) has been for some years fraught with a sense

that there is nothing valid left" (to write about). James
Wolcott, writing in Gl'Wlta, says, "Triviality is what
many critics feel is most cripplingly afflicting American
Literature now.,,33 This is a serious charge - the charge
of triyiality - against modern fiction in the English
speaking countries. On the other hand David Lodge, in
his book on modes of writing in modern fiction,would
have 'futility' considered an important theme - not a
trivial theme - in modern literature, and he also thinks
the use of mythS a legitimate way (through the examples
of Joyce and Eliot) to repr-esen t the contemporary "demy -
thologised" wor Ld . "The representation of a demyt.hoIog Laed
world, a world 'fallen into the quotidian' (Heidegger's
phrase) is thus ingeniously redeemed by allusion to the
lost mythical world - aesthetically redeemed by our
perception of the structure, and spiritually redeemed by
our perceptioll:ofthe s.tructure, and spiritually redeemed
by our perception of human continuity between the two
worlds,,,34 AII/,the Lodge says amounts to this - that the
representation -6f the demythologised world of ours comes
to life through contrast with the more living reality of
the past represented in ancient myths and legends. But
futility is futility, even though you can make it come to
life arti.tically through contrast with the past. So,
between the over\\<Tought symbolism and overpoetic language
centring on futility and the drab realism of the modern
writers of fiction, of whom Dr. Craig speaks, is the
real ism of the writers in the Indian regional languages
who have not severed themselves from their humanist
heritage, both in form and content, who are fully alive
in their own regional, local environment.

Of course there are major writers in the West who
deal with subjects beyond futility or triviality. I
think particularly _. Thomas Mann, Heinrich Boll, Solznen-
itsyn and Isaac Bashevis Singer, who deal with the living

33, James Wolcott in Granta 9, Notes from Abroad, p. 244.
34. David Lodge, The MoilcD of' Model'n C.i1~it·lng, (Edward

Arnold, 1977, 1983), p. 139.



reality of modern life. But as for writers from the
.countries of South Asia, they wri.te about a reality
different even from what the' writers I mentioned deal
with. Against the background of their humanist heritage
they deal ~ith what is their contemporary reality, that
is, the Lnd ian sub=c on t inen t, wr it Lng in the iT 0\\.1)

regional languages about things regional, parachial,
national. That is their strength. If there is weakness,
that is not because of the parochial local background
they choose their subjects from.

It is also worth mentioning that the best minds fro~
Britain kept a door open on India. Humanism was a spent
force in English literature after the great work of
Dickens and George Eliot was done. Besides, these two
writers were very 'English' and operated wholly within an
English environment. The proclamation of Queen Victoria
as the Empress of India in 1851 was symbolic of the
tremendous political and milit;ary power exerted by the
British Raj over its imperialist possessions, especially
India. It was left to a few English humanists in the
present century to redeem English humanism, or rather, to
give new life to the humanist tradition which had fallen
into desuetude and decay. They realised that India (the
country and its civilization) represented one of the
greatest humanistic forces in the world, and a powerful
antidote against British Imperialism itself .

.In the field of fiction, with the exception of D.H.
Lawrence, the best British wr Lt er s were enlivened and
enriched through their contact with India. In fact they
matured as major writers through their contact with India.
Forster frankly confessed, "India was the great opportunity
of my life." Leonard Woolf, after his short stay in Ceylon
as administrative officer, returned to England and wrote
his well known novel, about Ceylon The Fil?age in the
Jungle setting forth the burdens of a primitive village
community under alien rule. Some of Conrad's best works
were written through his personal contact with the eastern
possessions of Imperialist powers (thougb not with India),
and Rudyard Kipling wrote all his novels and many of his
short stories against the background of India. His greatest
work Kim 1-s a generous, spontaneous tribute to the Indian
environment, although the deeper levels of Indian life
escaped him. And more recently Paul Scott, whose real
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fame as a novelist rests on the (~1J.aptet, was inspired
to write about India on the eve of her becoming independ-
ent, not because he wanted a historical or exotic subject,
but because India stirred within him, as nothing else had
done before, his own spirit of humanism - of kindliness
and sympathy for an opprossed people, and essential
decency in personal and social relationship. And there
is L,H", Myers who, after a period of experimentation
with fiction reached his creative maturity in two novels
set in India during the period of the Moghuls - The Root
and' the FZ01..iCF and :,,'. t' viehnu : The most memorable

.character in Pcoi u is the militant Guru, who
is prepared to sacrifice himself for others, for his own
n.\,unaneideals.

The stories from the Indian regional.languages I
have cited earlier and the characters in the stories
(and the Indian novels 1 have made occasional reference
to) are meaningful emblems of peoples united by a cOll1lIlon
cuf tur-e and having a common identity. Underlying them
is a common outlook, which I have preferred to call by
what it signifies - humanism, Indian humanism. This
humanism has a long history. But it has withstood the
passage of Time and the cLr-cums t ance s incidental to such
passage of Time - invasions, betrayals and arbitrary
political,decisions imposed on the people. But Indian
humanism remains a living reality and a living force. And
the best evidence of a common CUlture, a common civilisa-
tion and the living reality of humanism is the literatures
of the Indian people in their soveral languages. l'lith
all the differences, the literatures embodying the spirit
of humanism point to a oneness, an unity of a way of life
that is enduring or should be made to endure.

Of course literature cannot presume to do things, but
it helps one to see things in their correct perspective.
So Indian literature has tasks to fulfil more than purely
Iiterary, t.aska perhaps more than in the past, especially
because there are some who come with 'gifts' like Greeks
to the Trojan camp. There are others who talk glibly and
disparagingly of unity and nationhood as though such thing
are outmoded concepts which are not in our best interests.
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But the Indian writers in the regional 1anguag es
have a different view of unity. }'rorn our consideration
of the identity of the short story in the Indian regional
languages we realise that the In dlan writers bave used
the fictional form to express an idea of Indian unity
which however goes deeper than a physical, demographic
unity. There is nothing more imperative for the Indian
writers than the sense of their Lnd iann e.ss at a deeper
level of thinking and feeling.

APPENDIX I

The question may be raised - what about the identity
of the Indian Novel? Has it an identity different from
that of the Indian Short Story? And what about the
achievement of writers in the two fields?

Al though I have not general1y dtscr Lma.nat ed be twe en
the two forms of Indian Fiction and have drawn from both
short stories and novels to illustrate the argument on
identity, there are vital differences i.nrespect of
identitYi content and form. In the course of my search
for the identity of the Indian Short Story in the Indian
regional languages, I found that the identity of a literary
form is closely related to moral and human values which
are embodied in the work and which give 1Lfe to a.work.
The same kind of moral and humanistic values form the
basis of the Indian novel too. But therei~ definitely
a diminution in the qual-z:t:y of t.n.evalues commun i ca ted
through the Indian novel. How do we account for this
difference in quulity in tlle Indian Novel?

The Indian Novel, prior to Independence, may fall
into one of two kinds. On the one hand are the historical,
romantic novels dealing with the past of the country. In
spite of many stereotypes - the heroic chieftain uniting
his people against foreign invaders (vide Bankim Chandra
Chatterjee's Durqeea Nand:i>U:, the ideal mother, wife or
lover - another favourite stereotype), behind the images
of the past is often a substratum of ideas and the truth
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of the past, the ethos and the hidden. idealistic pers-
pectives of people living in the past. So it is not
quite right to dismiss such romances as so much piffle.

Most of Indian fiction belong to the second category,
the political novel, dominated by the political events
during 1,:he struggle for freedom. Characters are made
even out of real polit ieal figures against the milieu of
those times. It is not: attempted her o to decry the
struggle for freedom. But the gains in the kind of
political novel which arose from the struggle for freedom,
with some exceptions, were often medioere in quality. The
outcome was the same in respect of the novels which were
based on the horrendous events during and after the parti-
tion. Not altogether perhaps. There were many short
stories wr i t t en on the terrible events of that time which
have appeared in journalS without a name and. fame, which
are now virtually lost to the readers of a later genera-
tion. Of what use are such authentic records to those who
dominate the world of publishing?

It is during the post-Independence period that the
novel in the Indian languages reach a meaSure of maturity,
although the events dealt with may often belong to the
pre-Independence period. The genre of the ostensibly
political novel of the Gandh Lan era, which provided a
kind of literary diet for the educated (and bilingual)
middle classes was giving way to the novel of contemporary
social circumstances or the novel of the mixed genre of
political and social circumstances. It is this cat egor y
of the contemporary soc LaI novel that we have to keep an
eye on. And here we come to a new identity for the Indian
nove l at some remove from political events,and this
identity comes close to the identity of the Indian Short
Story too which we have heen discussing earlier. When
acquisitiveness in a growing commercial and industrial
society resul U!' in the corrupt ion of moral and human values I

there is formed a common meeting ground for the Novel and
the Short Story on the basis of moral human values or the
denial of them.

Some of the great.est novels written in India (I wonder
whether. there is any point in drawing a distinction between
the Anglo-Indian novel and the Indian novel) belong to this
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category - for instance the Berrga Le s novels ~t2thcj'
Panchal.i. and ApClly:;d,:to, the more recent novel ,lly.gya-
n-ik.eiian , the Kannada . novel ;"'X?IiDi<crn7} The short Kannada
mast erp Lec e i'adu (woods) and the two g-reat novels in
Malayalam, Chenmeen and ,·;ei; (The Steps of the Ladder)
Half-an-Ho[.i ..l~ by the Ma laya Le e no~el Ls t Pa rppur at.hu has
not been translated int.o English, although by the excellent
opportunities available for translation in India the novel
bas been translated into most of the other Indian languages.
The stories of R.K. Narayan and the early novels of Rutb
Prawer Jhabvala especially are very 'Indian', although
both these writers write in English. And there is no
doubt that Raja Rao' s The CoL an.i , keepeare and Comrade
Ki~.r'7:ZZG1.' remain two of the finest: novelettes ever written.

However, the greater achievement is in the genre of
the Short Story. Compared with the rcla tive abundance
and excellence of the short story, in the regional languages,
the achievement in the genre of the novel is limited in
scope. Despite extensive backgrounds, many of the novels
wri tten in the regional languages lack individual i ty and
depth - the true distinctions of merit. On the other hand
national and local themes within the limHed range of the
short story have become enduring art too. Without necessaa-
rily being political, the concentration on the human condi-
tion gives the stories their permanent significance.

And it was one of the most fortunate coincidences in
the history of Indian literature - a great discovery of the
creative mind of the modern story writer in the I!:ldian
languages·- that the episOdic unit of the -long epic poem
and the allegoricai form of the epic were found well adap-
table for the modern short story. It is worth noting that
some of the finest wr Lter s of the novel in the Indian
languages often resort. to indirection as a mode of communi-
cation. Salmon Rushdie sums up the method of indirection
in Indian Literature, allegorical or other, as one in which
"the sensory world is a facade concealing but also symbo-
lically revealing a deeper order of reality."

M. I. KURLNlUA


